
BEIRUT PORT  AN URBAN LIFE GENERATOR
FROM AN INDUSTRIAL BARRIER TO AN URBAN CONNECTOR 
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CAR 
PARKING

OPEN ACCESS TO THE PORT 

SMOOTH CIRCULATION WITH TRAFFIC 
LIGHTS WALKWAYS AND BIKE LANES

INTEGRATION OF RAMPS AND STAIRS TO 
CONNECT WITH PORT

STRATEGIES A. EDL BUILDING

B. MAR MIKHAEL TRAIN STATION

C. CHARLES HELOU AVENUE AND BUS STATION

1- LINK WITH MARTYR'S SQUARE marked by
the opera house and the cultural center, with
public squares opening towards Martyrs
Square clearance

2- LINK WITH CHARLES HELOU BUS STATION
allows communication between residences
in Mar Mikhael and the mixed use
residential districts in port, through a green
buffer zone.

3- LINK WITH EDL: Dock open up towards
the sea from the EDL with an art exhibition
complex, memorial and maritime
museum on the path, to value this
historical building on the port façade

4- LINK WITH CHARLES HELOU AND KARANTINA
through soft circulation linking the cultural hub of Mar
Mikhael to the port via an urban balcony

5. INDUSTRIAL ENTRANCE ALLOCATED FOR TRUCKS.

Revitalize the original plan by restoring the old
platforms connecting the Mar Mikhael and
Gemmayzeh area to the port through Electricite du
Liban. This tunel leads to a significant axis and
passes under the highways going into the sea. It
brings back the public space intended in the
original design on the ground floor of EDL, and
maintains dialogue of EDL building with the silos
and the rest of the port.

A tunnel is created to connect old train station with new Metro Station in the port, and
Mar Mikhael train station serves as a metro stop. The train station is turned into a public
zone, with soft circulation on the fast highway facing it to connect the region with the
port balcony and Karantina (which shall become an economic district)
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CONNECTIVITY PLAN   entrances to project and links with existing landmarks
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The urban avenue facilitates the pedestrian access to the port by connecting the
fragmented areas through pedestrian continuity. Physical barriers are removed and
spaces are opened up. Circulations include stairs and ramps within the bus station,
which regains its original function.
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Pedestrian
continuity



Pedestrian Circulation
Waterfront  Pedestrian Circulation

Public Vehicular Circulation
Private (Industrial) Vehicular Circulation

CIRCULATION MAP

The circulation is studied in way to maintain continuity of pedestrian circulation from outside the
project, maintain public circulation for zones allocated to all people, and private circulation for
industrial functions .

Sections show the transition from outside the port all the way through it, with the 
variation of heights, functions and distributions

The connectivity in the port is maintained by of various factors such as greenery (Fouad Boutros
green belt), visual connectivity at all sports, pedestrian connectivity through soft circulations and
stairs, and others…

CONNECTIVITY MAP
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The entrance from the lower level near beirut city center presents a large
clearance towards the new silos landmark while connecting with the greenery
system.

The opera house and the cultural center act as a gate symbolizing beirut’s
cultural identity at one of the entrances of the port.

The urban balcony platforms link the new Metro station to the city and the port,
opening towards the main horizontal axis of the project. (view from Urban
Balcony)
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COMMERCIAL HUB TRAIN STATION CONVENTION CENTER

2 access points, on the upper level  from Charles Helou highway and the lower level from the port
Use of the difference of level of the area to design the station

URBAN BALCONY

MEMORIAL & MUSEUM

PERMANENT ZONE

EXPO ZONE

The new docks connected to the added EDL underground tunnel, act as a
circulation artery, linking the main cultural functions to the city.

GLOBAL VIEWS – PROJECT SAMPLES

The waterfront promenade follows the limits
from the first basin (Opera house and
Cultural center), through the water canal
and across the EDL axis intersects with
another trajectory from the Cruise and Ferry
Terminal under the floating ground floor of
the Maritime Museum.
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